Samuel Finds a Cave
By Jed
Samuel was walking one day, and he found a piece
of paper on the ground. There were directions on it.
Leading him to the middle of the woods, there were
some brambles. Samuel walked through them. In the
middle, there was a hole in the ground. Walking down
into the bottom of the hole, there was a cave. Samuel
ran into the cave. At the end of the cave, there was a
door. It was locked! Samuel thought he would leave
and there was no hope of exploring onward. Disgusted,
he started walking back. Samuel tripped on a rock and
fell over onto the ground. Spotting a key from where the
rock had been, he grabbed it and ran back to the door.
Frantically trying the key in the door lock, it worked!
Samuel opened the door, and saw a room with
carvings. He thought that was the end of the adventure.
Flying through the air and bashing into a wall, Samuel
had tripped on another rock which had started the wall a
turnin'. As the wall turned, there was a smaller room
within. There lied a carving sketched within a rock that
said, ''break off.'' Smashing the rock, he discovered a
hidden button. By pushing it, Samuel noticed that one
of the walls was moving up and revealing a secret
passage. Looking through the passage, there was
another smaller room ahead. Walking in, Samuel saw a
bunch of printing presses filled with paper and ink.
There he viewed a door and opened it. The door led to

a bunch of money! Samuel looked at it and wondered if
it was counterfeit. With long leaps, he flew back home
to the police station and told one of their men what was
going on. Samuel and the officer went back to the cave.
Locating the printers and money, the officer
screamed, ''counterfeit money.''
Just then one of the counterfeiters walked in.
The other deputies also walked in right behind
them, and roared, ''we caught you red handed!''
Samuel received a $100.00 reward. The police
men made the counterfeiter tell him where the other
crooks were. All was well and Samuel went home.
The End.

